Kubernetes Security Framework
Security best-practice framework designed for your environment, baked into your
unique processes, built for confidence and agility.

Kubernetes is not inherently secure. It
provides few built-in security tools and
user misconfiguration is common. To
fully benefit from having a Cloud-Native
solution, you need to ensure that you have
the right security framework in place.
Accelera will develop a best-practice
Kubernetes Security Framework that
is specific to your organisation. This
will enable you to address potential
vulnerabilities within your environment,
security harden your processes, and
empower your teams to follow a tightly
integrated security led approach.
Service Overview: 2 phases

Key Benefits
•

Validation & Confidence in your
current deployment

•

Visibility of vulnerabilities and gaps

•

Gain a clear & actionable plan

•

Achieve and maintain regulatory
compliance

•

Empower your engineers with
security knowledge

•

Innovation blueprint backed by a
best-practice Security Framework

Kubernetes Security Assessment
We assess your Kubernetes environment
through a real-world lens. This unique Zerotrust approach ensures that we provide the
depth necessary for a complete and a robust
analysis.

Kubernetes Security Framework
Our consultants are at the top of the game
when it comes to bleeding-edge Cloud Native
technology, DevSecOps and Security. We will
deliver a comprehensive report based on our
findings and provide recommendations and
guidelines to your teams.

Continuous Improvement
For organisations with limited internal
capacity to implement our recommendations,
our Continuous Improvement service can
provide you with hands-on Kubernetes
Security Expertise to get the job done.

“Finding a local partner with the right
credentials was surprisingly difficult
- I guess that’s the challenge of being a
pioneer for new technology.
From day one we hit it off.
I was really impressed.
Accelera’s ‘to-the-point’ and practical
approach, backed by their realworld experience made the working
relationship effective and successful.”
ASX Top 100 SaaS Leader

Live Change. Be Change.
Kubernetes
Security Assessment

We think like an Attacker

Real-world Security Assessment
Putting ourselves in the shoes of an Attacker makes us determined to
aggressively identify vulnerabilities within your environment. We think
strategically about the scenarios and sequences to achieve an attacker’s
potential exploits.
We take a 3 stage approach to ensure depth and spread of our analysis.
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Multi-Discipline Security Best Practices

•

Kubernetes Certified Security Specialist

•

NIST Application Container Security Guidelines

•

OWASP Docker Top 10

•

CIS Kubernetes Compliance Guidelines

•

Access, Authorisation &
Authentication

•

Control Plane & Administration

•

Secrets & Security Policies

•

Cluster Nodes & Configuration

•

Logging & Monitoring

•

Networking & Pod enumeration

•

Multi-tenancy isolation

•

Cryptography & Secrets Management

Kubernetes
Security Framework

Container Application

We combine our own real-world experience with
a multi-discipline approach to strengthen your
Kubernetes Security Framework. We leverage
the following skills and industry best practice
frameworks to get you on the right track:

The assessment will cover the
following areas within your
Kubernetes environment.

A report will be developed that
includes findings, recommendations
and a security best-practice
framework for your organisation.
Areas covered in the report may
include:
•

Best Practice Architecture

•

Secure Development Workflow

•

Security within CI/CD

•

Supply Chain Security

•

Resource Protection

•

Secure User Mapping & Identity
Access Management Architecture

•

Secrets Management &Protection

•

Machine Learning powered behaviour
policing

•

Network Segmentation &Firewalling

•

Patch Management Strategy

•

Vulnerability & Malware Scanning

•

Container Runtime Protection

•

Compliance & Auditing

Contact us more information

Kubernetes Security Framework

You have started your Cloud Native journey, now is the time
to let security embolden and not impede. With Accelera’s
Kubernetes Security Framework you will have the confidence
to continue to disrupt your industry.
Contact us today to discuss your requirements
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